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ABSTRACT

The article presents calculation methods for f lat-crush resistance (FCT) of honeycomb 
paperboard. The calculations were made on the bases of mechanical properties of the material 
that is, paper used for core production and shape of its cells. The methods presented in the article 
allow to calculate the FCT for the cores with the cells of the theoretical hexagon shape as well 
as of the real shape. The correctness of the methods proposed was verified by the comparison 
of calculation results with the results of FCT measurements for boards of different core height.
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INTRODUCTION

When comparing to wood, board and other multi-layer products with honeycomb board 
cores have many advantages, such as:

•	 low	specific	weight,
•	 high	strength	and	stiffness	in	relations	to	specific	weight,
•	 possibility	 to	 produce	 from	 fibrous	 materials	 of	 different	 basis	 weight	 and	 different	

composition,
•	 recyclability,
•	 good	insulation,	thermal	and	acoustic	properties	(Bitzer	1997,	Barboutis	et	al.	2005).

One of the basic mechanical properties determined for honeycomb paperboard is f lat-crush 
resistance determining a maximum pressure value applied perpendicularly to the board surface 
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which it can transfer when compressing with forces perpendicular to its surface. The board core 
cells usually have the hexagon shape similar to the regular hexagon. Perpendicular setting of the 
core walls to the top liners causes that at the moment of reaching maximum flat-crush resistance 
it is slightly deformed when compared to the corrugated board. Owing to this fact it is a stiff and 
light construction material. Honeycomb paperboard is very often used combined with oriented 
standard	board	(OSB).	Due	to	its	advantages,	the	honeycomb	paper	cores	are	more	and	more	often	
used instead of wood for production of packaging, furniture, doors or even car upholstery (Fig. 1).

     
                      a)                                                        b)                                                         c)  
Fig. 1: Application of honeycomb paperboard cores: a) box (Commercial materials Eltete 2016), b) filling 
of furniture boards (Commercial materials Egger 2014), c) doors (Commercial materials Kadimex 2014).

The method presented for determination of honeycomb paperboard flat-crush resistance 
is	 based	 on	 stability	 of	 thin-walled	 isotropic	 plates	 (Brzozka	 1965,	 Gere	 2004,	 Krolak	 1990,	
Timoshenko	and	Woinowsky-Krieger	1959)	and	orthotropic	plates	(Altenbach	et	al.	2001,	2004,	
Carlsson	and	Byron	1997,	Jones	1999,	Kołakowski	and	Kowal-Michalska	1999).	The	formulas	
presented for the FCT	 calculations	 were	 discussed	 in	 details	 in	 (Kołakowski	 2003,	 2004,	
Kołakowski	and	Mania	2007).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The	tests	were	performed	for	17	boards	with	height	H ranging from 8 mm to 65 mm. The 
boards	were	made	from	paper	with	basis	weight	of	135	g.m-2	and	thickness	of	0.2	mm.	Paper	with	
basis	weight	of	135	g.m-2 was used both for the cores and the top liners. The square shaped test 
pieces	with	surface	of	100	cm2 were crushed. Compression of the board test pieces was carried 
out	on	 the	Zwick	 strength	 testing	machine	with	 force	 range	up	 to	10	kN	using	 two	different	
apparatuses. One with two plates, fixed rigidly, with parallel surfaces having pressure on the test 
pieces. The other one with bottom plate fixed rigidly and the top plate fixed articulately. When 
testing	the	plates	were	getting	close	to	each	other	at	the	speed	of	12.5	mm.min-1.

Cell geometric parameters
The article analyses two shapes of honeycomb cells: the theoretical one in the form of regular 

hexagon	 (Fig.	2)	 and	 the	 real	one	present	 in	 the	board	manufactured	 in	 industrial	 conditions,	
shown	in	Fig.	3.
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Fig. 2: Theoretical cell in the shape of regular hexagon.
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Fig. 3: Cell in the real shape.

In case of the regular hexagon shape, a diameter of a circle inscribed in the hexagon, given 
by a board manufacturer, was used for calculations, d = 15 mm, on bases of which the cell side 
length was calculated pt = p1t = p2t.

Knowing the side length of a regular hexagon, the cell area Akt was determined from known 
relationship:

   (1)

On the basis of knowing an area of one cell, the number of cells on 1 m2 of board Ikt was 
determined.

The length of single cells Dp1t and the total length of double walls Dp2t on 1 m2 of board, 
were calculated from the relationship:

		 (2)

		 (3)

For	calculation	of	an	area	of	the	real	cells,	parameters	shown	in	Fig.	4	were	used.
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Fig. 4: Geometric parameters of real cell.
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The geometric parameters of the cells with the real shape were determined as average values 
from	20	measurements.

The area of the real cell Akr was calculated using the following formula:

		 (4)

Knowing the cell area, the number of the real cells Ikr on 1 m2 of the board was calculated.
Length Dp1r of the walls with thickness g1 and length Dp2r of the walls with thickness g2, 
on 1 m2 of the board were calculated from formulas (5, 6) analogically to the regular hexagon 

shaped cells:

   (5)

   (6)

The number of the regular hexagon shaped cells on 1 m2 of the board Ikt was different from 
the number of the cells in the real shape Ikr.

Calculation of FCT for the board with the cells with the theoretical shape
For the cells with the theoretical shape of the regular hexagon, using measured Young’s 

moduli for the paper used for the production of the cores, the method of approximate assessment 
of FCT values was proposed. It was assumed that in each hexagonal theoretical cell, each wall has 
thickness g1 and three walls co-operate independently.

Critical force Pcr per one cell, when the work of three walls with thickness of g1 is taken into 
account	(Kołakowski	2003,	2004,	Kołakowski	and	Mania	2007)	is:

	 	 (7)

where: σcr  -  stress causing loss of load capacity of one cell wall,
 EMD  -  Young’s modulus for paper in machine direction,

 ECD   -  Young’s modulus for paper in cross direction.

As	one	of	the	cell	walls	has	thickness	g2	=	2g1,	formula	(7)	was	modified	by	correction	factor	
of stiffness α, which can be determined experimentally. 

Considering	formula	(7),	the	board	resistance	to	the	FCT can be calculated from: 

   (8)

where: α - coefficient of elastic fixing of the walls of a single cell, where 3.11 ≤≤α  .

Calculation of FCT for the board with the cells with the real shape
When determining the load capacity of each wall, possible buckling or crashing were 

considered.
Using measured values of Young’s moduli for the paper for the production of the cores, 

linear loading of a given wall Nwi, causing loss of its loading capacity as a result of buckling were 
calculated using the following formula:
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		 	 (9)

where: σcri - stress causing the loss of the loading capacity of one board wall (adequately for
         each wall),
 gi - thickness of a given wall (adequately for the walls with single and double thickness 
       g1 and g2 were substituted),
 pi  - length of a given wall (adequately for each wall p1r, p2r were substituted),
 β - coefficient taking into account an increase in stiffness of honeycomb walls 
      results of buckling in place of joining with neighboring walls. On the bases of the
      tests of the boards in this article it was assumed that β =	2.	

The linear loading, which a given wall can transfer in case of losing the load capacity as 
a result of crushing Nsi for the walls of thickness g1, was determined from the relationship:
Nsi = SCTMD		 (10)
for walls with thickness g2 from relationship:
Nsi	=	2	. SCTMD  (11)

where: SCTMD - short span compressive test in machine direction of paper used for the 
     core production. 

As	the	maximal	loading	capacity	of	a	given	wall	Nmaxi the smaller values from the measured 
ones were assumed:

Nmaxi = min (NSi, Nwi) 	 (12)

The FCT was calculated as a sum of forces transferred by all the walls on the surface of 1 m2	

of the board using formula:

	 (13)

where: n  - number of the walls on the unit of board surface,
 pi  - wall length.

With maximum assessment value of the Flat Crush Resistance FCTmax, it was assumed, in 
accordance with the method of boundary capacity known from strength of materials, that both 
types of the walls (thickness g1 and thickness g2), at the moment of achieving the maximal FCT 
value, they will transfer maximal value of linear loading Nmaxi, which they reach at the moment 
of	the	loss	of	loading	capacity.	Then	the	relationship	(13)	takes	the	form	of:

		 (14)

With minimum assessment value of the Flat Crush Resistance FCTmin, conformity 
condition of relative deformations of all the walls was considered assuming that g2	 =	 2g1 and 
p1r ≥ p2r. In this case, the Flat Crush Resistance of the board FCTmin can be determined from 
the relationship:

  (15)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wand	 and	 Wang	 (2007)	 presented	 the	 compressive	 behavior	 of	 paper	 honeycombs	 and	
experimental results of the differential thickness of honeycomb paperboard under out-of plane 
loading. 

The results of calculations and experimental studies for two different calculation models 
were compared. In the first model it was assumed that the collapse is described with critical 
loading for double-wall honeycomb for elastic condition. Whereas in the other model the collapse 
appears for rigid-plastic collapse stress. 

The models are used for isotropic materials, while orthotropic properties of paper are 
described by coefficients determined experimentally.

Whereas,	a	collapse	criterion,	Muc	and	Nogowczyk	(2005)	show	critical	forces	for	isotropic	
model, however not taking paper as orthotropic material into account.

As	a	 collapse	 criterion,	 the	 authors	 assume	 the	 critical	 forces	determined	 	 for	honeycomb	
paperboard including orthotropic properties of paper.

The comparison of the measurement and calculation results made for the boards with the 
regular hexagon shaped cells for different values of coefficient α is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Comparison of calculation and measurements results for FCT of the board with the regular 
hexagon shaped cells – brown frames show the boards where crushing of core walls was observed during 
production.

The comparison of measurement and calculation results of maximum assessment of FCTmax 
(14)	of	the	boards	with	the	cells	with	real	shape	is	presented	in	Fig.	6.

Fig. 6: Comparison of measurement and calculation results FCTmax (formula 14) – brown frames show 
the boards where crushing of core walls was observed during production.
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The comparison of measurement and calculation of minimal assessment of FCTmin (15) of 
the	boards	with	the	cells	with	real	shape	is	presented	in	Fig.	7.

 

Fig. 7: Comparison of measurement and calculation results FCTmin (formula 15) – brown frames show 
the boards where crushing of core walls was observed during production.

On the basis of the measurements it can be concluded that the differences between the FCT 
values obtained at rigidly and articulately fixed upper plate are random and they are in the range 
of measurement errors.

The lowest values were obtained in the cases marked in diagrams with frames, in which the 
cores were crushed during the board production. In these cases, on the walls of the core, visible 
crushings were seen close to top liners. Despite the fact that with the same cell shape the FCT 
values of each board should be the same, even after eliminating the boards crushed during the 
production, clear differences are seen in their resistance to the Flat Crush Test. They can be 
explained by the differences in the resistance of papers used for the production of the cores. When 
making the core, the papers are un winded simultaneously from several rolls and as it is widely 
known, the properties of the papers manufactured in different batches can differ significantly.

Comparing the results of measurements and calculations presented in Fig. 5, it can be 
concluded that, on average, in the tested cases the best representation of the real values is obtained 
by using coefficient α	=	1.3	in	the	calculations.

The comparison of maximum assessment of the FCT with measurements results, presented 
in Fig. 6 shows, that only in two cases the value of maximum assessment is slightly smaller from 
the real values, and the difference is smaller from measurement errors.

The	values	of	minimum	assessment		(Fig.	7)		is	higher	from	the	value	measured	only	in	case	
of the boards damaged during the manufacturing process.

CONCLUSIONS

The method of maximum and minimum assessment of the resistance of honeycomb 
paperboard to f lat compression gives good results and can be used if a real shape of the cells with 
regular shape is known.

If the real shape of the cells is not known, to assess the board resistance to f lat crush the 
method based on the assumption that the cells have the shape of the regular hexagon can be 
used. In the tested cases the method gives the results in the range between the maximum and 
minimum assessment.
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The accuracy of the measurement results obtained with both methods depends significantly 
on the correctness of determination of mechanical properties of fibrous material used for the 
production of the board core.
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